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The global turn in modernist studies has prompted a revisiting of fundamental questions 
Americanists have raised about the fact and significance of intercultural dialogue in a dauntingly 
expanded field. The rise of ‘post-national,’ ‘hemispheric,’ and ‘transnational’ perspectives in 
American Studies has vitally enhanced our ability to question and revise prevailing exceptionalist 
myths, and the debate over transpacific dialogue and exchange within modernism has been heated 
and productive in recent years. Pathbreaking studies by Yunte Huang, Steven Yao, Christopher 
Bush, Takayuki Tatsumi, and Ruth Mayer, to name just a few, have vitally enhanced our 
revisionary understanding of Euro-American modernist encounters with Asian cultural traditions. 
At the same time that East Asia was a source of literary models for twentieth-century writers, 
many modernists, as Paul Gilroy has observed, self-consciously appropriated ‘Other’ global 
cultures as a signifier of “cultural insiderism” that affirmed race-based barriers to power and 
status held by high modernist elites (3). This same appropriation and cultural insiderism also 
characterized the development of Japonisme, a term coined in 1872 by Philippe Burty, to describe 
the growing awareness, and passage into Europe, of woodblock prints, manuscript books, 
sculpture, ceramics, poems, and other artifacts from Japan.  By the 1880s, Japonisme had 
become a popular trend that influenced U.S. decor, architecture, and material culture as much as it 
did debates about aesthetics and the development of fine arts (Lambourne 11). 
I hope to show, however, that there is still more to be said and studied about the 
significance of this flow of people, texts, and ideas across the Pacific for American Studies and 
modernist aesthetics. My examples focus on Boston, which by the turn of the twentieth century 
was already a world city and home to a vibrant community dedicated to the study of Asia. In what 
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follows, I will explore how scholarly debates about Buddhist ethics at Harvard initiated 
transpacific interculturality in the poetry of T. S. Eliot, and fostered his ambivalent engagement 
with Ralph Waldo Emerson, whose prior interest in Buddhism laid a foundation for Eliot’s 
modernism. Building on studies that affirm the importance of Buddhism for Eliot’s understanding 
of poetic impersonality, I will argue that Eliot’s references to Buddhism must be viewed in the 
broader context of his coming to terms with Emerson and New England’s legacy of transpacific 
exchange, and thus that Buddhism figured in Eliot’s acknowledgement of tradition, and the 
nation, as a dynamic set of practices, relationships, and cross-cultural encounters. 
Eliot’s attraction to Asia began early in life.  Tatsuo Murata (22-23) and Tatsushi Narita 
(30-32) have shown that already as a young boy he showed a precocious concern with transpacific 
cross-culturality, first reading about Buddhism in Edwin Arnold’s Light of Asia (1879), at a time 
when serious hostilities were breaking out between the U.S. and the Philippines. Roderick Overaa 
reminds us that Eliot would have known about or seen the Japanese pavilion and gardens at the 
1904 World’s Fair in St. Louis, which were generally lauded for their beauty and craftsmanship 
(161). When Eliot arrived in New England to attend Milton Academy in 1905, the region’s 
longstanding maritime trade connections to Asia would already have been familiar to him. Eliot’s 
great-grandfather, William Greenleaf Eliot, Sr., had been a New Bedford ship-owner, and Eliot 
and his brother were taught to sail, according to his cousin Samuel Eliot Morison, by an “ancient 
mariner of Gloucester,” during a long and formative period between 1893 (when Eliot was five) 
until Eliot left for his Paris year abroad in 1910 (234). At Harvard College, in a 1909 essay called 
“Gentlemen and Seamen” that was written for the Advocate, Eliot recalls “the hightide of New 
England’s naval energy,” during the late eighteenth century, when Salem merchants and mariners 
worked to establish trade with Asia. Referring to imported artifacts such as “ginger-jars” and 
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“carved ivory” (“Gentlemen and Seamen” 22), so common in the domestic decor of well-to-do 
townhouses in Boston, Eliot indicates his awareness that the first stirrings of U.S. interest in East 
Asian art, which would result in the flourishing of what Edward Sylvester Morse called a “Japan 
craze” (xxvii) during the latter half of the nineteenth century, centered on the old clipper ports of 
New England. 
Eliot’s comprehension of Japan’s shaping cultural presence in New England is evident in 
“Mandarins,” a lyric sequence composed in August 1910, a little over a year after Eliot graduated 
from college, and the summer before he received his M.A. in philosophy from Harvard.  The 
opening poem portrays a mandarin, a scholar-bureaucrat or sage, who is distinctly yet 
ambiguously East Asian: 
Stands there, complete, 
Stiffly addressed with sword and fan: 
What of the crowds that ran, 
Pushed, stared, and huddled, at his feet, 
Keen to appropriate the man? 
 
Indifferent to all these baits 
Of popular benignity 
He merely stands and waits  
Upon his own intrepid dignity;  
With fixed regardless eyes— 
Looking neither out nor in—  
The centre of formalities. 
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A hero! and how much it means;  
How much— 
The rest is merely shifting scenes.  
(Poems 243-44) 
 
Eliot’s poem explores what T. J. Jackson Lears has called the “antimodern impulse” in the U.S., 
when the “rationalization of economic life [...] was moving into high gear,” and the 
transformation of work into a “new bureaucratic world” prompted members of the educated, 
affluent elites in New England to “recoil from an ‘overcivilized’ modern existence” as they 
sought moral and spiritual regeneration in Asian cultures (9, 60, xv). The sword and fan refer not 
to China, but to Japan under the Tokugawa shogunate, during the Edo period extending from 
1603 to 1868, when the all-embracing ideology of the shogunate was founded on Neo-Confucian 
principles that owed much to Buddhism. Overaa has observed that the poem reflects Eliot’s 
“fascination with Japanese…woodblock prints in their flattened representations” (162); and, as 
Frances Dickey has demonstrated, the sequence also alludes to the characteristic use of color titles 
in paintings by Japonistes such as James McNeill Whistler, whose exhibits in Boston Eliot 
attended as an undergraduate (93-4). 
Situated within the cultural logic of the Tokugawa era, the sword and fan in Eliot’s poem 
recall the historic transformation of suicide into a public ritual designed to restrain the fascination 
with spectacles of violence, where instead of actually committing the deed with a sword, a 
symbolic fan was presented on a tray (Ikegami 255, 257). Eliot’s emphasis on ‘indifference’ and 
this ritual act of suicide reflect a common negative stereotype for Buddhist self-extinction in 
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Boston-area scholarly debates, as seen in a 1909 translation of the Lotus Sutra, the most important 
scripture for Japanese or Mahayana Buddhism.  In his introduction, Hendrik Kern questions 
another scholar’s mistaken view of the Buddha as a “cold, indifferent egoist, absorbed in 
Nothingness” (xxxiii). Critics such as Murata (18-23), Cleo Kearns (63, 69), Sharon Cameron 
(152), and Christian Kloeckner (166-167, 171) have examined how Eliot’s impersonality theory 
was shaped by his engagement with Buddhist impersonality and the doctrine of the nonego, which 
denies any belief in the self as an eternal essence.  Contesting Kearns’s widely influential view 
that Eliot’s exposure to Mahayana Buddhism was not reflected in Eliot’s writings until late in his 
career (79), Cameron (viii) and Murata (45) have called attention to the influence of Masaharu 
Anesaki, whose course lectures in Philosophy 24a, “Schools of Religious and Philosophical 
Thought in Japan,” Eliot audited as a graduate student, during the 1913-1914 academic year. 
Elsewhere, I have discussed the importance of Anesaki’s teaching about Japanese Buddhism for 
Eliot’s formulation of poetic impersonality in his 1919 essay, “Tradition and the Individual 
Talent” (673-74).  Insisting that “indifference” is considered a “cardinal vice” of human nature in 
Mahayana Buddhism, and that the “perfection of a personality, in spite of the doctrine of the 
nonego, is the highest aim of Buddhist morality,” Anesaki offered a dual and contradictory 
affirmation of personality and nonego that helped Eliot to formulate what Jewel Brooker 
describes as his dialectical conception of impersonality (451; 132). 
“Mandarins (I),” however, was composed almost three years before Eliot heard Anesaki’s 
lectures, and thus it raises the question how Eliot could have known about Buddhist ethics and 
Japanese samurai culture even when he was still an undergraduate. Boston at the turn of the 
twentieth century was already a “world city” in Peter Hall’s sense, a focal point for professional 
activity associated with higher learning and information gathering and diffusion (8). As early as 
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1872, the first two Japanese students enrolled at Harvard Law School, and one of them, Kaneko 
Kentaro, would go on to become a Minister of Justice in Japan. The first Japanese undergraduate 
students were admitted to Harvard in the class of 1883 (Gewertz). In 1901, there was a 
groundswell of interest in Japanese culture with the publication of Bushido: The Soul of Japan, a 
pioneering work about the Japanese samurai code that was grounded in Buddhist traditions. The 
book was written in English by the Meiji-era scholar, educator, and diplomat Inazo Nitobe, and 
became an international bestseller, helping to promote intercultural dialogue between the U.S. and 
Japan, during a time when the U.S. helped to mediate a settlement at the Portsmouth Conference 
at the end of the Russo-Japanese War in 1905. Indeed, Nitobe’s Bushido was so well known that 
during the war, President Theodore Roosevelt had been given a copy by Kentaro, who returned to 
the U.S. in 1904 as a special envoy from the Japanese government to enlist Roosevelt’s support in 
negotiating a peace treaty. 
One possible source of Eliot’s information about Japanese Buddhist ethics is Harvard’s 
leading idealist philosopher, Josiah Royce, whose advanced seminar on comparative scientific 
method Eliot would attend as a graduate student and who would supervise his Ph.D. thesis on 
Bradley. Royce, a Californian with a strong interest in Japanese culture, discussed the Bushido 
code in The Philosophy of Loyalty, a book published in Boston by MacMillan in 1908, which was 
based on lectures given at the Lowell Institute in Boston and Harvard in 1906 and 1907. When 
Eliot met Royce at the Signet club in 1909, he may well have already known about him, because 
Royce had contributed to the Journal of Speculative Philosophy circulated by the St. Louis 
Philosophical Society and had strong connections with the heritage of idealist philosophy in St. 
Louis (Crawford 112).  In The Philosophy of Loyalty, Royce explicitly mentions Nitobe’s 
Bushido, and examines a conception of the individual and a system of ethics in samurai culture 
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that were largely based on Buddhism. In doing so, Royce addresses a theme that is also central to 
Eliot’s “Mandarins (I),” namely, the conflicting claims of our ‘public’ and ‘private’ selves, of 
self-possessed individuality and inner life, on the one hand, and on the other, self-sacrificing, anti-
individualistic, worldly public action that affirms loyalty to the state. “Now, Bushido did indeed 
have many anti-individualistic features,” Royce observes.   
But it never meant to those who believed in it any sort of mere slavishness. The loyal Japanese 
Samurai, as he is described to us by those who know, never lacked his own sort of self-
assertion. He never accepted what he took to be tyranny […]. He was fond of what he took to 
be his rights as a man of honor. He made much, even childlike, display of his dignity. His 
costume, his sword, his bearing, displayed this sense of his importance. Yet his ideal at least, 
and in large part his practice, as his admirers depict him, involved a great deal of elaborate 
cultivation of a genuine spiritual serenity […]. Chinese sages, as well as Buddhistic traditions, 
influenced his views of the cultivation of this interior self-possession and serenity of soul. And 
yet he was also a man of the world. (72-73) 
Although Royce’s description of the samurai as “childlike” may strike us as condescending, and 
although he qualifies his endorsement of the Bushido code, saying that it does not rightly 
conceive “the true worth of the individual,” Royce nonetheless presents it as a version of ethical 
individualism that warrants serious consideration. “If [Bushido] has discouraged strident self-
assertion,” he concludes, “it has not suppressed individual judgment […].  This loyalty has not 
made machines out of men. It has given rise to a wonderful development of individual talent.” 
(75) 
Read in its entirety, Royce’s description of the Bushido code anticipates many of the 
details in Eliot’s much more ironical and ambivalent portrait of the samurai scholar-bureaucrat in 
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“Mandarins (I).” As in Royce, in Eliot the Japanese samurai, described as a mandarin or sage, 
presents to the crowd a public display of his costume and “dignity” as a man of the world, while 
at the same time, in Eliot’s phrase, he “stands complete,” a self-possessed individual who is 
“indifferent” to the incentives of public opinion and popularity. But we cannot be certain when, or 
whether, Eliot read Royce’s book, whereas we know that another active participant in the debates 
about Buddhism on the Harvard campus was Irving Babbitt, a former student of Charles 
Lanman’s, who had already taught Eliot in a course during the fall of 1909, just months before the 
composition of “Mandarins (I),” a course which, as Eliot recalled in a 1933 memorial essay on 
Babbitt, “touched frequently on Buddhism.” At that time, Babbitt, who taught modern French 
literature but also had a background in Classics, Sanskrit, and Pali, was well known for two 
books: The New Laokoon and especially Literature and the American College: Essays in Defense 
of the Humanities, published in Boston in 1908, which Eliot read, and always regarded as “the 
more important” (“A Commentary” 550). 
Babbitt’s Literature and the American College is a compelling work for my analysis of 
Eliot’s “Mandarins (I)” in at least two ways. First, Babbitt draws copiously on Buddhist teachings 
in order to clarify and illustrate the ethical discipline of humanism. We see this, for example, 
when Babbitt describes a social type of public man, like Napoleon, who yields to the impulses of 
temperament and is “unduly fascinated” (39) by power, success, and progress. Babbitt contends 
that such men should learn, through the disciplinary arts of the humanities, to constantly exercise 
what Buddhists call the “active will” with reference to a true principle of restraint. “What is 
important in man in the eyes of the humanist,” Babbitt writes, “is not his power to act on the 
world, but his power to act upon himself […]. ‘If one man conquer in battle ten thousand times 
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ten thousand men,’ says the Buddhist proverb, ‘and another man conquer his own self, he is the 
greatest of conquerors’” (56-57).  
Elsewhere, Babbitt quotes from Buddhist scripture to support his larger argument that the 
humanist should be a man of leisure, because he should not simply “receive” the vast and growing 
body of knowledge transmitted from earlier generations, but, rather, have enough time to engage 
in active reflection, transmuting “information” into wisdom (162). “‘Without knowledge,’ says 
the Buddha, ‘there is no reflection, without reflection there is no knowledge; he who has both 
knowledge and reflection is close upon Nirvana.’ The risk we run nowadays is that of having our 
minds buried beneath a dead-weight of information which we have no inner energy, no power of 
reflection, to appropriate to our own uses and convert into vital nutriment” (162-63). In the 
chapter on “Academic Leisure,” Babbitt not only insists on the value of leisure in maintaining a 
balance between knowledge and reflection, where leisure is defined as a meditative “activity in 
repose” that blended “Oriental quietism” and the “strenuousness of a certain type of Occidental” 
(262). He even goes so far as to suggest that such a transpacific crossing of cultures would require 
us to question the status of the “hero” as a public, active man of the world. “The hero of the hour 
is not the man of leisure, but the man who engages in what may be termed humanitarian 
hustling,” he concludes. “The humanist and man of leisure is being elbowed aside by the 
scientific specialist and bustling humanitarian. The view of life that tends to prevail excludes the 
idea of repose” (249, 251). 
The question raised at the end of Eliot’s “Mandarins (I),” namely, whether the indifferent 
public man of action should properly be called a hero, amply illustrates how he could have relied 
on Babbitt’s work as a source of information about Buddhism. But Babbitt’s Literature and the 
American College is also crucial for also this discussion of “Mandarins (I)” insofar as it is full of 
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references to Emerson. Indeed, Babbitt’s entire line of argument is based on a close analysis of 
six lines from Emerson’s “Ode” inscribed to the social reformer and clergyman William Henry 
Channing, which Babbitt takes as his epigraph:  
 
There are two laws discrete 
Not reconciled,-- 
Law for man, and law for thing; 
The last builds town and fleet, 
But it runs wild, 
And doth the man unking.  
(Collected Poems 63) 
 
Glossing Emerson, Babbitt observes that the public man or humanitarian hustler neglects the “law 
for man” because he is too subservient to the “law for thing” and, unduly fascinated by power and 
progress, he builds a civilization but is “unkinged” when he loses dominion over himself. What 
makes Emerson, in his view, so relevant to an age of scientific materialism is that Emerson would 
have us maintain a “double-consciousness” of these two laws, and of our “public” and “private” 
nature (Babbitt 29). 
The force of Babbitt’s influence on Eliot during his Harvard years cannot be overstated.  
In April 1964, shortly before his death, Eliot observed, “If any one teacher of mine at Harvard is 
to be mentioned it should be Irving Babbitt, the man who had the greatest influence on me” 
(Letters 866n.1).  In addition to explaining why Buddhism figures in “Mandarins (I),” Babbitt’s 
influence on Eliot also helps us to understand Eliot’s richly suggestive allusion to Emerson’s 
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dialectical conception of heroism in this poem. Eliot’s ironically ambivalent portrait of the hero 
reminds us that, according to Emerson, “self-trust is the essence of heroism” (Essays 375), but 
this is only true because “every heart vibrates to that iron string” (Essays 260).  For Emerson, the 
self-reliant hero performs great acts of service to others while at the same time taking a stand and 
trusting the “man within” in order to resist conformity to public opinion (Essays 374).  Whereas, 
in Emerson, the hero looks both outwards and inwards, Eliot’s poem asks whether the hero who 
looks “neither out nor in” is heroic in any meaningful sense of the word. This reminds us, further, 
that Emerson could easily be construed as sanctioning hero worship among the masses, and 
posing a threat to individuals in modern democratic society as a whole, when he concludes in 
“The Uses of Great Men” that the heroic individual is “representative,” and thus, “abolishes 
himself and all heroes, […] destroying individualism” (Essays 625).  Emerson suggests this 
potential threat to democracy posed by his conception of the hero when he remarks that 
Napoleon, as a public man of action, is “no hero, in the high sense,” but nonetheless concludes 
that “[Napoleon’s] grand weapon, namely the millions whom he directed, he owed to the 
representative character which clothed him” (Essays 736). 
By 1919, Eliot’s references to Emerson in poetry and prose would bristle with 
ambivalence: in one review, for example, he described Emerson’s essays as an “encumbrance” 
(“American Literature” 23).  But even as early as the spring semester of 1910, shortly before he 
composed “Mandarins (I),” Eliot took an art history course with Edward Waldo Forbes, 
Emerson’s grandson, so it makes sense that Emerson was already on Eliot’s mind at this time. In a 
1918 essay on Henry James titled “The Hawthorne Aspect,” Eliot praised Emerson for cultivating 
the necessary conditions for self-reliance, a “halo of dignity” that is the mark of leisure and 
distinction in a relentlessly busy, money-making society. “One distinguishing mark of this 
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distinguished world was very certainly leisure,” Eliot writes, “and importantly not in all cases a 
leisure given by money, but insisted upon. There seems no easy reason why Emerson or Thoreau 
or Hawthorne should have been men of leisure; it seems odd that the New England conscience 
should have allowed them leisure; yet they would have it, sooner or later. That is really one of the 
finest things about them, and sets a bold frontier between them and the world which will at any 
price avoid leisure, a world in which Theodore Roosevelt is a patron of the arts” (736-37).  
Drawing on what he had learned from Babbitt, in this essay Eliot makes one of his rare, 
memorably positive statements about Emerson as a New England forebear who, unlike the 
conspicuously consuming turn-of-the-century U.S. leisure class, affirmed the humanist ideal of 
meditative activity in repose. Like Babbitt, and following Emerson, Eliot contends that the loss of 
an opportunity, and even the inward capacity for leisure, endangered the existence of not just 
literature, but human dignity; and this, in turn, recalls the samurai’s stance of “intrepid dignity” in 
Eliot’s poem. 
The ironic ambivalence of Eliot’s portrait in “Mandarins (I)” figuratively implies a 
fraught, ambivalent identification with Emerson, who, as Fredric Carpenter, Arthur Christy, Carl 
Jackson, Alan Hodder, Shoji Goto, Yoshinobu Hakutani and others have shown, represented a 
generation of New Englanders who turned to Hindu, Confucian, and Buddhist texts in translation 
to critique the increasingly commercial realities of U.S. society. Thoreau has generally been 
regarded as a central figure in this movement, but there is a growing consensus among critics 
about the significant Buddhist resonances in Emerson’s work. As Robert Richardson, Emerson’s 
recent biographer, puts it: “Despite the scarcity of major texts and sympathetic accounts in 
languages he could read, Emerson came quickly to value the importance and appeal of 
Buddhism” (393). 
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Emerson’s first encounters with Asian cultures, like Eliot’s, happened during his youth.  
His namesake uncle, Ralph Haskins, was active in trade with East Asia, and returned from a 
voyage to China shortly after Emerson was born (Haskins 8-9). Kenneth Cameron describes that 
Emerson’s father, the Reverend William Emerson, was the founding editor of the Monthly 
Anthology and Boston Review, and in a July 1805 issue published “possibly the first Sanskrit 
translation in the United States” (14). Like Eliot, Emerson was a student at Harvard College 
during a time when there was a great deal of interest in Indic traditions, and much of what he read 
about Hinduism in periodicals as an undergraduate inspired his future studies in Buddhism (K. 
Cameron 18-20, 24, 26; Goodman 625). And although his first explicit mention of Buddhism 
occurs in an 1841 letter to Margaret Fuller, Emerson learned about East Asian Buddhism as early 
as 1831. In a letter written on May 24th to his brother William, Emerson says that he had been 
reading the first seven or eight lectures in the first volume of Victor Cousin’s Cours de l’histoire 
de la philosophie, which was published in Paris in 1829 (“Letter to William” 322). Emerson’s 
reading of Cousin came at a moment of transition and crisis, a time when he was raising 
fundamental questions about his faith and vocation (Buell 21). His gradual turning away from 
Unitarianism culminated in “The Lord’s Supper” and his resignation from the pulpit at the Second 
Church of Boston on September 9th, 1832. Sick and dispirited, he left for Italy in December, 
arriving in Paris in mid-June, 1833, where he visited the Louvre and the Jardin des Plantes, and 
attended lectures at the Sorbonne and the Collège de France (Richardson 139). 
In his book, Cousin calls attention to the importance of Buddhism in the history of 
philosophy; elaborates the historical and doctrinal connections between Hinduism and Buddhism; 
and, perhaps most significantly, refers to new work by the important nineteenth-century scholar, 
Eugene Burnouf, that was published in the March 1825 issue of the Journal asiatique by the 
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Société Asiatique de Paris (178n.1). In 1826, Burnouf published Essay sur le pali, the first 
grammar for one of the sacred languages of Buddhism, giving access to the language of the oldest 
Buddhist canon. In 1832, just a year before Emerson’s visit, Burnouf was elected to the Collège 
de France, inaugurating the study of Buddhism in Europe. One of the first major texts of 
Buddhism Burnouf chose to translate was the Lotus Sutra, or the Lotus of the Good Law; and, in 
1844, Burnouf published Introduction à l’histoire de Buddhisme Indien, which set the course for 
the academic study of Buddhism for the next century.   
Thus we know that Emerson happened to be in Paris at the time when European Buddhist 
studies were first emerging in the early 1830s, and, as Raymond Schwab has shown, the city was 
the hub of oriental scholarship (46, 111). Ralph Rusk reports that the Emerson papers include a 
copy of the outline of lectures at the Sorbonne for the second semester, 1833, which lists courses 
by professors such as Cousin, and a copy of a program from the Collège de France that lists 
Burnouf “on the Sanskrit language and literature” (387n.90).  Although there is no mention of 
Burnouf’s lecture in Emerson’s journals, the fact that Emerson had already read about the 
importance of Burnouf’s scholarship in Cousin’s Cours makes it more likely, as John Rudy avers, 
that Emerson did indeed attend (221n.15). 
Emerson became increasingly interested in Buddhism during the 1830s and 1840s, unlike 
the vast majority of Americans, who knew very little about Buddhism until the 1860s and 1870s, 
when Buddhism became a vogue (Jackson 56, 141). We know, for example, that he read and 
reread a translation of an Indian book on Buddha, because it appeared on the lists noted in his 
journals for 1836, 1838, and 1840—an experience which, according to Carpenter, “clearly 
affected Emerson’s writing” (108). Also, Emerson was aware of Burnouf’s 1839 translation from 
Sanskrit into French of manuscripts of the Lotus Sutra that were first discovered in 1836 and 1837 
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and sent to Burnouf by Brian Hodgson, a British scholar working in Nepal. We know this because 
selections from Burnouf’s translation were included in two articles in La Revue indépendante in 
1843—“Fragments des prédications de Buddha” and “Considérations sur l’origine du 
Bouddhisme”—and in his journal that year, Emerson translated a passage from the latter of these 
articles into English. Emerson was editor for The Dial at that time, and included a selection from 
Burnouf’s French translation of the Lotus Sutra that was subsequently translated into English, 
either by Emerson himself or by Elizabeth Palmer Peabody, for publication as “The Preaching of 
Buddha” in the January 1844 issue (Van Anglen 3-5). This publication, which was prefixed with 
an extract from Burnouf’s article, effectively opened what Thomas Tweed has called the 
American conversation about Buddhism (xix). 
Carpenter has noted Emerson’s expressed aversion to the “over-rational quality which he 
felt to underlie [Buddhism]” as evidenced by this journal entry from 1845: “Buddha, or he who 
knows. Intellect puts an interval: if we converse with low things,—the interval saves us. But if we 
converse with high things, with heroic actions, with heroic persons, with virtues, the interval 
becomes a gulf, and we cannot enter into the highest good” (146, 148; Journals 9: 293). But this 
passage immediately precedes another entry that shows a similar aversion to Plato, even though 
Plato was central to the formation of Emerson’s thought. Indeed, the intellectual quality 
underlying the Buddhist perspective may have been an enabling source of its appeal for Emerson 
at this time. Emerson’s experience in the Jardin des Plantes, related in his journal for 1833, 
instructs us not just to take his interests in science more seriously, but to consider how his 
awareness, through Cousin and Burnouf, of Buddhist doctrine may have prepared him for his 
naturalist revelation, when he writes:  “Not a form so grotesque, so savage, nor so beautiful but is 
an expression of some property inherent in the observer,—an occult relation….  I am moved by 
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strange sympathies, I say continually, ‘I will be a naturalist’” (Journals 4: 199-200).  Here, as in 
Nature, Emerson is drawn to the profound interrelation among the overwhelming diversity of 
natural facts arranged in a perfectly ordered, unified system, a system that shows, as he says, the 
“radical correspondence between visible things and human thoughts” (Essays 22). Emerson’s 
doctrine of correspondence has been extensively discussed in connection with the influence of 
Emanuel Swedenborg and Coleridge, but far less has been said about the Buddhist doctrine of 
dependent origination, which teaches that all things arise in dependence on other things. 
There are many other suggestive references to Buddhism in Emerson’s journals, but the 
clearest evidence we have that Emerson himself regarded Buddhism as relevant to his thought 
occurs in “The Transcendentalist,” an 1842 lecture read at the Masonic Temple in Boston. Here, 
in his first public reference to Buddhism, Emerson explicitly identifies Buddhism with 
Transcendentalism. “The Transcendentalist adopts the whole connection of spiritual doctrine,” he 
writes. “Buddhism is an expression of it. The Buddhist […] in his conviction that every good 
deed can by no possibility escape its reward, […] is a Transcendentalist” (Essays 197). In this 
lecture, as in his essay “Compensation,” which appeared a year earlier, Emerson conceives of a 
universe where beneficial effects are derived from virtuous actions and harmful effects from evil 
actions, a theory that, according to Christy (98-105), Jackson (54), and Arthur Versluis (58), was 
shaped by the doctrine of karma shared by Buddhism and Hinduism. Indeed, Emerson’s perceived 
affinity with Buddhism may have been one reason, as Alan Hodder has remarked, that his 
writings influenced Japanese intellectual circles during the Meiji era, when “Compensation” was 
the very first of his essays to be translated into Japanese by Nakamura Masano in 1888. By the 
1890s, Emerson’s writings became more broadly influential, so that quotations from Emerson 
began to appear in Japanese newspapers, magazines, and even in common usage (Hodder 401). 
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Daisetz T. Suzuki, an influential interpreter of Zen Buddhism, published his “Essay on Emerson” 
in 1896, and in later years recalled the “deep impressions” made upon him while he was reading 
Emerson in college (343-44). 
Emerson’s provocative comparison of Transcendentalism and Buddhism has particular 
significance for Eliot’s 1910 portrait of the samurai scholar-bureaucrat in “Mandarins (I)” and for 
debates about Buddhist ethics and “indifference” at Harvard at the turn of the twentieth century, 
because Emerson explicitly rejects the notion that compensation promotes indifference and 
discourages virtuous action. “[T]he doctrine of compensation is not the doctrine of indifferency,” 
Emerson concludes. “In a virtuous action, I properly am; in a virtuous act, I add to the world” 
(Essays 299, 300). In 1906, George Santayana, a former student of Royce’s who taught Eliot in 
two undergraduate philosophy courses, published a book Eliot recalled having read at the time, 
but found to be “very difficult reading because of a sort of Emersonian style,” where each 
sentence was “carefully chiseled, but you had to leap from one sentence to another” (Letters 
866n.1).  In Reason in Science, Santayana, five years before his harsh criticisms of Emerson in 
“The Genteel Tradition of American Philosophy,” puts forward a critique of Buddhist ethics 
centering on the law of karma. Sharply disagreeing with Emerson, whom he never mentions, 
Santayana concludes that karma is a “repugnant and destructive” dogma. He concedes that moral 
responsibility grounded in the doctrine of karma discourages any charitable efforts to instruct and 
save others. “For if all my fortunes depend upon my former conduct, I am the sole artificer of my 
destiny. The love, the pity, the science, or the prayers of others can have no real influence over 
my salvation” (296-97). 
I have been arguing that Eliot’s exposure to a lively, ongoing scholarly debate about 
Buddhist ethics at Harvard College affected his early poetry and fostered his ambivalent 
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engagement with Emerson. I’d like to conclude with a brief consideration of how Eliot’s 
undergraduate experience prepared the way for his subsequent immersion in Buddhist studies as a 
graduate student, during which time Emerson’s prior interest in Buddhism would have become 
even more apparent. In his graduate courses with Charles Lanman, where Eliot read works by the 
Sanskrit scholar and philologist F. Max Müller, he would have learned that Müller dedicated his 
foundational study of comparative religion, Introduction to the Science of Religion, to Emerson. 
Lanman thought highly of Emerson’s poem “Brahma,” as seen in his address, published in 1890, 
where he observes that “nowhere, neither in Sanskrit nor in English, has [the doctrine of the 
absolute unity] been presented with more vigor, truthfulness, and beauty of form than by Emerson 
in his famous lines paraphrasing the Sanskrit passage” (23-24; Miller 171-72). Most significant of 
all, while auditing course lectures on Buddhist Transcendentalism and other topics given by 
Anesaki, Eliot received a class handout on the “parable of the plants” from the Lotus Sutra that 
was the same excerpt published by Emerson in The Dial (Crawford 176). Anesaki, who 
frequently drew comparisons between Unitarianism and Buddhism, and who was closely 
connected with the Unitarian community in Boston as well as the Unitarian mission in Japan, 
would have known, and likely mentioned this to his class (Kearns 78). 
One of the most enigmatic passages in all of Eliot’s poetry is in the third part of the poem, 
“The Fire Sermon,” which culminates in a reference to the Maha-Vagga, a central text of early, or 
Hinayana Buddhism that Eliot had read in Pali for Lanman’s course. A fragment from Buddha’s 
sermon, which Eliot compares in his note to Christ’s Sermon on the Mount, is presented alongside 
fragments from St. Augustine’s Confessions: 
 
To Carthage then I came 
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Burning  burning  burning  burning 
O Lord Thou pluckest me out 





Eliot’s experience at Harvard informed him of the diversity of claims and interpretative questions 
raised by various Buddhist schools: for example, whereas Royce favored the later developments 
in Japan of the Mahayana, Babbitt expressed strong preference for Hinayana Buddhism as being 
more rigorous and authentic. Eliot’s explicit reference to “The Fire Sermon,” and to fire as a trope 
that simultaneously evokes painful worldly suffering and liberating purification, affirms his 
concurrence with Babbitt, but Eliot’s innovative poetics of fragmentation here and in The Waste 
Land as a whole evokes interpretative movement among multiple voices and perspectives. 
Many critics have interpreted Eliot’s allusion to Hinayana Buddhism in “The Fire 
Sermon,” but no one to my knowledge has discussed the relevance of Emerson’s Mahayana 
Buddhist selection for The Dial, even though its imagery and hermeneutical emphasis present 
strong, striking resonances with The Waste Land. In The Waste Land, as in the parable of the 
plants, thunder and water figure the difficulty, and necessity, of cultural mediation and 
interpretation in the transmission of Mahayana Buddhist teachings. In “What the Thunder Said,” 
part five of The Waste Land, collocated cultural perspectives drawn from Hinduism and Judeo-
Christianity gain in force and significance when we consider that Eliot would also have known 
this Buddhist parable of the plants published by Emerson. The version rendered in The Dial 
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describes a scene in which a great cloud, resounding with the noise of thunder, spreads 
“homogenous water” over the land and nourishes the different kinds of plants, “every one 
according to its force and its object.” The rain, we are told, represents the teachings of the 
Buddha, and the plants represent the diverse capacities of living beings who hear and are 
nourished by his teachings, each one according to its ability and need. The parable demonstrates 
how the Buddha employs skillful means and devices in order to adapt his teachings to the abilities 
of his hearers, a central doctrine of the Mahayana:  
I proportion my language to the subject and strength of each […] Each one according to its 
strength, according to its destination, and comfortably to the nature of the germ whence it 
springs, produces a distinct fruit, and nevertheless there is one homogenous water like that 
which fell from the cloud.  So […] the Buddha comes into the world, which covers the 
universe, and hardly is the chief of the world born, than he speaks and teaches the true doctrine 
to creatures. (“The Preaching of Buddha” 398-99) 
Eliot’s deliberate allusion to this East Asian Buddhist parable conjoins the quandary of 
interpretation vividly dramatized at the end of The Waste Land by the Hindu parable of the 
Thunder, with the Biblical trope of water as a metaphor of transmission in what Eliot called the 
“water-dripping song,” endowing greater formal coherence to his poem as a whole. Both the 
water-dripping song and the parable of the plants offer intimations of new life and hope, 
comprising a vital, specifically American contribution to The Waste Land. 
Eliot points out in his notes to The Waste Land that his “collocation” of Buddha’s sermon 
and St. Augustine’s Confessions was “not an accident,” and, I conclude, neither was his decision 
to publish The Waste Land in the November 1922 issue of The Dial (Poems 75). Given what we 
now know about Emerson’s longstanding interest in Buddhism and the 1844 publication of “The 
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Preaching of Buddha” in The Dial, Eliot’s choice of publication venue may be regarded as his 
tacit acknowledgement of “the nation” as situated within a global flow of texts, people and ideas, 
and of ‘tradition’ as the product of sustained, dynamic, interstitial intercultural encounter. Eliot’s 
careful study of Buddhism during his years at Harvard helped him to come to terms with his roots 
in New England, roots that he knew had already been abundantly fertilized by transpacific cultural 
exchange for generations; and with Emerson, whose interest in Buddhism would play a hidden, but 
important role in the development of Eliot’s modernism. 
In a late essay called “Goethe as the Sage,” Eliot explains how he learned to read great 
works of literature, including Buddhist scripture. “It seems to me that what I do…is  [first] not 
only […] to suspend my disbelief, but to try to put myself in the position of a believer. But this is 
only one of the two movements of my critical activity; the second movement is to detach myself 
again and to regard the poem from outside the belief.” According to Eliot, this initial act of 
surrendering to the text opens the possibility of detachment, where, recovering from identification 
with cultural perspectives or beliefs he does not share, Eliot’s own sensibility has been forever 
transformed by this experience. The “systole and diastole” of identification and distinction, this 
dialectical movement of approach towards and withdrawal from the Other’s point of view, is the 
mark, in Eliot’s view, not of just a good critic or reader, but of any great writer who is universal or 
“representative” – a term Eliot seems to have reluctantly adapted from Emerson to describe a 
writer possessed of wisdom. “Whether the ‘philosophy’ or the religious faith of Dante or 
Shakespeare or Goethe is acceptable to us or not,” Eliot concludes, “there is the Wisdom that we 
can all accept […]. Wisdom is […] the same for all men everywhere. If it were not so, what profit 
could a European gain from […] the Buddhist Nikayas? Only some intellectual exercise, the 
satisfaction of a curiosity, or an interesting sensation like that of tasting some exotic oriental dish” 
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(262, 252, 263-64). The wisdom Eliot aspires to is not limited to any one nation or culture; it can 
only be brought about through dialogue, a co-operative activity at the frontier of cultures, which 
brings a third meeting point of correspondence into view, a truth outside ourselves. This, I take it, 
is Eliot’s definition of transpacific exchange in the best and truest sense (“Function” 466). 
Whether or not you believe Eliot achieves such wisdom through the influence of Buddhist 
traditions, I hope at the very least I have shown that his entanglement in the vexed identity 
politics and history of imperialism should not deter us from learning something new from his 
work. We still need to explore Eliot’s modernism in order to clarify his relevance to the future of 
American Studies.   
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